
The COVVI Hand is enabled by an innovative actuator design with 
market-leading power density and comes in three different sizes, 
all of which operate with next level grip force (70N) and speed 
(0.4s Tripod grip) capabilities. It has five actuators all located low 
in the palm where they are protected from the mechanical frame 
of the hand. The weight is also more proximal allowing for better 
control of the prosthesis.

Grip Patterns
The COVVI Hand is the most advanced of its kind for the intuitive 
default grip patterning that it offers in addition to the grip-mapping 
capabilities that allows the user to input custom-made gesturing 
into their device with their clinician.

Passively Flexing Fingers and Thumb
The fingers and thumb both have passive flex which increases 
durability and reduces the likelihood of damage, as the digits fold 
out of the way. And all digits are manufactured from a combination 
of stainless steel and aluminium to increase resilience, while 
textured flats have been introduced to the digit-tips to enable 
greater friction and capability for gripping smaller objects. The 
index finger is also coated to allow the patient to use touch 
screens, with which many other prosthetic hands are still not 
compatible.

Intuitive Thumb Control
Our powered thumb grip and rotation has both novel and 
intuitive switching (tap left and the thumb moves left, tap right 
and the thumb moves right). The dynamic mode uses both thumb 
motors simultaneously to give direct access to both opposed and 
unopposed grips. And we’ve designed the rotation pivot using 
12.5mm stainless steel for increased strength, which is over twice 
as much as competitor’s Bebionic hand’s 6mm aluminium pivot. 
This allows thumb rotation without inadvertent wrist rotation and 
reduces the frequency of repairs as the parts of more robust.

Integrated Flex Wrist
The integrated flex wrist’s single-sided push/push locking 
mechanism, which works like a ballpoint pen, gives quick access 
to three locked positions but can also quickly return to passive 
flex mode.

Modular Design
Both the glove and covers are easily replaceable in a clinic, 
with the whole process being both quick and inexpensive. This 
also keeps ongoing maintenance costs and waste low, and 
inconvenience to the user to a minimum.
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